
Making and Formatting Outlines

A family tree is a diagram that shows all the members of a family and how they are related. 
An outline is basically the family tree of an essay.

An outline allows the writer to plan an essay without writing sentences.  An outline shows
relationships between information in the essay.  Because it is not necessary to write
sentences when you create an outline, it is much faster to create an outline than write an
essay right away.  Also, it is much easier to edit and reorganize information in an outline,
especially if you make your outline using a word processor, like Google Docs.

If you create a good outline, it is very easy to create a PowerPoint presentation from the
outline.  Just copy and paste.

A.  What does an outline look like?

A traditional outline uses a combination of numbers and letters to show how information is
connected.  Look at the simple outline below.

1. Problem:  the school year in Japan
a. traditional

i. start in April
ii. end the next March

b. 2020 school year
i. schools shut down at the end of the last school year
ii. couldn’t reopen at the beginning of the new school year

(1) home-schooling
(2) online learning

iii. will probably continue through summer
2. Solution: officially start the 2020-21 school year in September

a. make this change permanent

This outline is for the introduction to my persuasive essay Japan should change the first
day of school.  All of this information will go in the first paragraph.  The full outline of a five-
paragraph essay would probably follow this numbering system.

1 = introduction
2 = thesis statement
3 = body paragraph 1
4 = body paragraph 2
5 = body paragraph 3
6 = conclusion

Lowercase letters (a, b, c, etc.)  give supporting information.  The information for a will
probably all go in one sentence.  The information for b will go in a new sentence.

Lower case roman numerals (I, ii, iii, etc.)  give supporting information that will probably go
in the same sentence.



B.  How do you make an outline?

The best way to make an outline is to let your computer do all the work.  This means you
should use the Bullets and Numbering feature on your computer.  This is what it looks like
in Google Docs.

1.  Turn on numbering

2.  Use these buttons to increase and decrease indenting.  (Change levels in your outline.)

3.  You can also change indenting (levels) with your keyboard.
• To increase the indent (move right), press the TAB key.
• To decrease the indent (move lest), press SHIFT-TAB.

C.  Do’s and Don’ts of Outlines
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• Single space your outline
• Use short phrases but not single words
• Use two columns if your lines aren’t too

long.

• Don’t write sentences.
• Don’t make the outline too “deep.”
• Don’t leave a lot of blank space on the

page.


